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Seminar on Audience Focus Groups: 
Vaccinated Yet Reluctant To Return 

To Indoor Performance Venues
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Participating Organizations

• Berkeley Rep
• Classic Stage Company
• Dramatic Strategies
• Milwaukee Ballet
• MPAC
• New Hazlett Theater
• San Francisco Opera
• Playwrights Horizons
• The Ark
• The Growing Stage
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Seminar Participant Responses
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Post-Video Reflections from Seminar Participants

In response to the videos, what struck you as important for your organization to consider about resuming indoor activities? 
• clear communication about what they can expect when they get to the theater
• Clear with the precautions we are doing and communicate well with patrons.
• Need to know precautions company is taking
• There’s a lot of variety in how comfortable people are
• Clear safety policy
• Offer a way to "dip your toe" back in at the venue before the first performance you attend. Open house?
• THERE IS NOT AN OVERWHELMING CONSENSUS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE SITUATION.
• Desire for autonomy in movement within a space
• More likely to go to restaurant, where you would take down a mask, than a movie theater where it would stay on.
• Air circulation
• Comfort isn’t exact, and is instead a range.
• Personal space
• Like the idea of ways to dip toe in
• FAMILIARITY (GROUP) SEEMS TO BE A RECURRING THEME IN REGARDS TO COMFORT WHEN BEING IN ENCLOSED 

SPACES
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Post-Video Reflections from Seminar Participants

In response to the videos, what struck you as important for your organization to consider about comfort with different spaces? 

• Unequivocal language about policies
• Differences between emphasis on personal concerns (masks, distance) vs. what the science says (ventilation is #1 priority)
• Trust in the institution
• “If everyone is wearing a mask, I’m comfortable.”
• A plan to enforce mask wearing and training for FOH staff
• How to communicate social distancing expectations/requirements
• The "mutual commitment to keep each other safe" resonated
• Social distancing and enforce mask wearing policy.
• staff training
• There may be a first-time hump to get over, then people might be less reluctant
• CONSISTENT SAFETY MEASURES WITHIN THE ESTABLISHMENT, INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES VARY WILDLY. STEADY 

IMPROVEMENT AND FLEXIBILITY
• Warning procedures more prominently placed on website.
• Older building
• How to enforce mask wearing when lights go down?
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Post-Video Reflections from Seminar Participants

In response to the videos, what struck you as important for your organization to consider about top concerns? 

• Proactively messaging that our rules will apply to everyone who'd be onsite
• Concessions- needed for revenue purposes, and some patrons really enjoy them. How do we make folks feel 

comfortable?
• Crowding during entry and exit- how to manage? That’s new.
• Seems like verifying vaccination or recent negative test -- in addition to masks -- is a non-negotiable
• "worries about ""lights down, mask off"""
• no concessions
• How to manage traffic in lobby and expectations of concessions availability
• Patrons are still scared and don't want to be around people.
• Leveraging that we are a smaller venue, operating at reduced capacity
• Safety for the whole. Clear information of steps taken by the organization and individual requirements to 

enhance community safety
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Post-Video Reflections from Seminar Participants

In response to the videos, what struck you as important for your organization to consider about infection rates and lingering concerns?

• Refund or exchange policies and flexibility
• Communicating the % of capacity (and # of people) we're playing to at that time
• People don’t trust others.
• People don’t know what benchmark they’re waiting for to get “back to normal”
• We need to temper our expectations for attendance for a while!
• it's going to take a really long time to get them back
• It’s difficulty to pinpoint “the right time” to go back into market when the comfort level is different person to person.
• We're requiring vaccination or negative test. How to navigate concerns that exist regardless?
• We will need to be flexible even when we've made plans
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Post-Video Reflections from Seminar Participants

What are your biggest takeaways for communication? 

• We’ve got a lot of work to do!
• Streamlining and balancing communications so patrons aren't overloaded or miss key info if emails and 

procedure lists are overly detailed
• very surprised that low cost is an incentive that overcomes safety
• Many people are looking for all the details on the website, so don’t be nervous that the copy is getting too long. 

Maybe highlights/overview that clicks through to complete details.


